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• Brand Stores

• Customer Engagement

• Social Media

• Exclusive Amazon Beauty collaborations – Amazon Beauty Advent Calendar 2020

• Climate Pledge Friendly Program

Amazon Beauty’s mission is ‘To be the most convenient destination to discover the widest range of products and 
services to make you feel at your best every day.’ We wanted to share the key ways Amazon Beauty engages with 

fragrance customers, and drives this mission through the fragrance space:
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Dedicated Brand Stores provide 
exclusive content to Amazon 
customers across desktop, mobile and 
tablet.

Brand Store link examples:

Hugo Boss

Jimmy Choo

Ghost

Elizabeth Arden

Brand Stores

https://www.amazon.co.uk/stores/node/21699759031/ref=dp_csx_lgbl_n_luxury-beauty
https://www.amazon.co.uk/stores/node/16371016031/ref=dp_csx_lgbl_n_luxury-beauty
https://www.amazon.co.uk/stores/Ghost+Fragrances/page/2663DE92-A404-4AA9-9188-0412678A09C0?ref_=ast_bln
https://www.amazon.co.uk/stores/node/12413033031/ref=dp_csx_lgbl_n_luxury-beauty
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Customer Engagement

Providing Fragrance brands with the opportunity to reach Amazon’s customers
and drive Fragrance outside of the category. Through using exclusive 1st party 
Amazon data we are able to introduce fragrance, through advertising, to our 

customers browsing both within Amazon Beauty and outside. 
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Social Media

We engaged with the £167k followers 
@amazonfashioneu by highlighting Amazon Beauty 
key brands on their Instagram stories 

Beckham x Bold Instinct advertisement during ads breaks 
on Amazon Prime Live Premier League games, combined 
with being able to purchase the fragrance, as an exclusive 
subscriber-only one day deal with Amazon Treasure Truck 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/tt/webview/aboutus?ref_=tt_d_np_lm
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Exclusive Amazon Beauty collaborations –

Amazon Beauty Advent Calendar 2020

Providing a opportunity for Amazon customers to discover new 
brands.
Increased by media coverage and influencer collaborations 

Daily Mail
The Mirror
Daily Record

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-8790273/Amazon-beauty-advent-calendar-2020.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/3am/style/shopping/best-beauty-advent-calendars-christmas-22605967
https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/lifestyle/fashion-beauty/amazon-opens-pre-orders-2020-22775851
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Amazon Blog: We are all in on The Climate Pledge: net zero carbon by 2040

Amazon Sustainability

Amazon is committed to building a sustainable business for our customers and the 
planet. In 2019, Amazon co-founded The Climate Pledge—a commitment to be net zero 
carbon across our business by 2040, 10 years ahead of the Paris Agreement. As part of 
this pledge, Amazon has made ambitious commitments toward reaching this goal.

Climate Pledge Friendly Program

Amazon’s new Climate Pledge Friendly program supports Amazon’s 
commitment to The Climate Pledge. We are working with all Amazon 
Beauty brands, including fragrance, to highlight products which are 

certified by a wide range of sustainability certifications. This includes 
Amazon’s own ‘Compact by Design’ certification which identifies 

products with an efficient design that removes excess air and water, 
meaning they require less packaging and become more efficient to 
ship. We are committed to building a sustainable business for our 
customers and the planet by helping our customers discover and 

shop more sustainable products.

https://blog.aboutamazon.co.uk/sustainability/we-are-all-in-on-the-climate-pledge-net-zero-carbon-by-2040
https://sustainability.aboutamazon.com/?energyType=true&workerCount=true&engagementProgram=true&productCategory=true
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THANK YOU


